
STEP 13

there is a tooth, and on the other, a lywheel with an internal 

thread.

When the hatch cover is closed, a plate pushes against the 

springs, compressing them 

and keeping the cover from dropping down and protecting 

it from impact. When the hatch cover is opened, the casing 

rotates on the trunnions of the nut and the front end of 

the rod is lowered. The springs tend to relax and thus assist 

in raising the cover.

O
n the left side on the upper bow plate of the hull, 

a hatch for the mechanic-driver is located. In order 

to make the hatch easier to open, it is itted with 

a spring balancing mechanism. With the aid of the 

lock, the cover can be ixed in six positions. 

The balancing mechanism comprises a casing, a rod, 

a lange, two springs, plates, a lock with a lywheel, a support 

nut and a cover with a guide sleeve.

The lock takes the form of a round rod on one side of which 
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
An armoured under-turret plate serves as the roof of the battle compartment. It is 
welded to the upper bow plate and the upper sloping armour plates. The lower turret 
ring race is mounted in a circular notch.

The lower turret ring race is 
bolted to the under-turret 
plate of the tank hull. The 
teeth from the inner side of 
the lower ring race mesh 
with the turret traversing 
gear mechanism.
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013A

013A

013A

012A

013B

013C

013B

013B

013C

013C

013D

013D

1
Push the piston knob (013D) into the hole 

in the end of the hatch opening piston 

body (013B) as shown.

3
Fit the piston mounting bracket 

(013C) to the turret ring base (013A) 

as shown, ensuring that both its pins 

engage with the two holes, and the screw 

hole aligns with the screw post. Fix with one 

BM screw.

BM LM CP

CP

CP

BM

LM LM

LM
LM

LM

LM LM

LM

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

013A Turret ring base 1

013B Hatch opening piston body 1

013C Piston mounting bracket 1

013D Piston knob 1

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

BM 1.7 × 4mm screw 1+1*

LM 2.3 × 4mm screw 8+2*

CP 1.5 × 4mm screw 2+1*

* includes spares

2
Fit the hatch opening piston body 

(013B) into the piston mounting 

bracket (013C) as shown, ensuring 

that the pin on the piston body 

enters the central hole in the 

bracket. Fix with two CP screws 

through the sides of the bracket.

4
Fit the turret ring 

base (013A) into 

the upper hull 

(012A) supplied with the 

previous issue, ensuring 

that the eight screw tabs 

fit on to the eight screw 

posts as shown. Fix with 

eight LM screws.



STEP 14

In its reclined position the 
rear hull plate assumes 
a horizontal position and 
transforms into a platform 
that facilitates engine and 
transmission repairs.

ment. Two oval openings by the sides of the large round 

opening are intended for exhaust pipes and are closed of 

from outside by armoured caps.

It should be noted that, depending on the production plant 

and the date of production, the rear hull plates on the T-34 

may difer in their details. Hence, for example, the hinges on 

which the plate rested were originally three in number and, 

later, two, while up to 1942, the access hatch for the trans-

mission units was rectangular.

T
he rear section of the hull consists of upper and 

lower rear plates. Housings for the side transmis-

sions are welded to niches in the lower rear plates 

and two towing hooks to the plate itself. The upper 

sloping trapezoidal plate rests on two hinges and is bolted 

to elbows, welded to the hull sides and the lower rear plate. 

In the middle section of the upper rear plate, there is a round 

hatch with an armoured cover that allows access to the units 

mounted in the rear section of the transmission compart-
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The hull of the T-34 tank was made up of both armour plates, welded together
into a rigid box, and of removable armour plates, secured to this box by
bolts, and in certain cases able to be folded down.
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QM

QM
QM

QM

014A

014A

014A

014B

014B

014B

1
Align one of the hull rear plate hinges 

(014B) over one pair of holes near the rim 

of the hull rear plate (014A), ensuring that 

the barrel of the hinge is on the face away from 

the plate. Fix with two QM screws.

2
Align the second hull rear plate hinge 

(014B) over the remaining pair of holes 

near the rim of the hull rear plate 

(014A), again ensuring that the barrel of the 

hinge is on the face away from the plate. Fix 

with two QM screws.

QM

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

014A Hull rear plate 1

014B Hull rear plate hinge 2

QM 1.5 × 2mm screw 4+1*

* includes spares

The hull rear plate will fit to the upper hull in 

a later stage, as shown here. NOTE: All hinges 

will be supplied painted green.*

* Photographs of the fully built tank in this and previous issues may vary slightly from the parts supplied.



In the rear (transmission) section of the engine compart-

ment, behind the fan bulkhead are located the main clutch 

with a fan, the gearbox, side clutches with brakes, electric 

starter, side transmissions, two fuel tanks and two air clean-

ers. Along the bottom of the engine compartment, the trac-

tion control drives run and through the rear section of en-

gine compartment two tailpipes pass, which emerge outside 

through two oval openings in the rear hull plate.

T
hThe engine compartment (also known as the 

engine-transmission compartment) is located behind 

the battle compartment and separated from it by 

a removable bulkhead.

In the front section of the engine compartment there is an 

engine mounted on a pedestal, and on either side of it there 

are water cooling radiators, two fuel tanks, two oil tanks 

and four accumulators (two on either side). An oil radiator is 

mounted on the left-hand radiator.

STEP 15

ASSEMBLY GUIDE

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The cover over the engine and the rear hull plate were made removable, which
facilitated access to the units installed in the engine compartment of the tank.

Terminating the ends of the 
tailpipes outside protects 
from damage the cast 
armoured caps which are 
attached to the rear hull 
plates by means of bolts.
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015A

015A

015A
015B

015B

015B

015B

014A

014A

014A

012A

015B

1
Fit one of the exhaust 

pipes (015B) into its 

two fixing holes in 

the hull rear plate (014A). 

Then place one exhaust 

pipe shroud (015A) over 

the exhaust pipe, ensuring 

that its three fixing holes 

align as shown. Fix with 

three IM screws.

3
Fit the hull rear plate 

(014A) to the upper 

hull (012A) as shown 

and fix with four LM screws 

from beneath.

4
This is how the hull 

looks once this stage 

is completed.

2
Repeat for the 

second exhaust 

pipe (015A) and 

shroud (015B), again fixing 

with three IM screws.

IM

IM IM

IM

LM

LM

LM

LM

IM

IM

IM

LM

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

015A Exhaust pipe shroud 2

015B Exhaust pipe 2

IM 1.7 × 3mm screw 6+2*

LM 2.3 × 4mm screw 4+1*

* includes spares
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6
Push the turret traversing motor 

cap  (001M) into the end of the 

turret traversing motor (011L). 

Place the turret traversing 

motor across the cradle of 

the traversing unit base 

(011H) and fix from beneath 

with a CP screw.

8
Push the turret 

traversing handle 

(011K) firmly into the 

wheel (011J). Then position 

the assembled turret 

traversing unit on the rim of 

the turret bottom (011A) as 

shown. Fix from beneath the 

rim with two DP screws.

5
Fit the turret traversing box 

(011N) to the top of the turret 

traversing unit base (011H), 

ensuring that the notch aligns as 

shown. Fix from beneath with an EP 

collar-headed screw.

7
Push the turret 

traversing wheel 

(011J) into the turret 

traversing wheel base 

(011I), ensuring that the 

ridge on the spindle aligns 

with the notch in the base.  

Then fit the wheel’s spindle 

into the traversing unit 

base (011H) and fix with  

an EP collar-headed screw.

EP

CP

EP

DP
DP

011N

011H

011H

011A

011L

011H

011J
011I

011L

011M

011K

011J

011H

011N

011L

003A

9
Take the shell rack assembly  

from stage 9 and align its frames 

with the turret bottom (011A)  

as shown. Fix with four BM screws –  

two at the front and two at the rear.

11
Align the assembled turret 

left side (003A) from stage 3 

with the left side of the turret 

bottom (011A) as shown, ensuring all 

three fixing posts are firmly engaged. Fix 

with three LM screws through the recessed 

holes in the underside of the turret 

bottom (011A).

10
Align the assembled turret rear 

(010A) from stage 10 with the 

rear of the turret bottom (011A) 

as shown, ensuring 

both fixing posts 

are firmly engaged. 

Fix with two LM 

screws through the 

recessed holes in 

the underside of the 

turret bottom (011A).

BM

BM

BM

LM

LM LM

LM

LM

BM 011A

010A

011A

011A

010A

011A
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002B

13
Secure the top of the turret 

rear (010A) to the two sides 

with two LM screws through 

the connecting tabs and posts as shown.

12
Align the assembled turret right side 

(004A) from stage 4 with the right 

side of the turret bottom (011A) 

as shown, ensuring all three fixing posts are 

firmly engaged. Fix with three LM screws through 

the recessed holes in the underside of the turret 

bottom (011A).

14
Take the entire cannon assembly 

from stage 8 and align it with the 

turret bottom assembly as shown. 

Ensure that the cannon mantlet (002B) wraps 

around the front recess of the turret bottom. Fix 

with two EM screws through the recessed holes 

on each side of the mantlet. Also fix with two 

LM screws through the tabs on the inside on 

the left and right turret sides.

LM

LM

LM

LM

LM

LM

LM

EM

EM

011A

004A

010A

15
Take the entire turret roof 

assembly from stage 5 and 

align it with the turret sides 

and rear as shown. Slide its two projecting 

tabs underneath the rim of the turret front 

(007A), then lower the top on to the sides 

and rear. Ensure that the two fixing posts on 

the turret rear (010A) engage with the screw 

holes in the top. Fix with two LM screws 

through the recessed holes towards the rear 

of the top.

LM
LM

007A

16
This is how the turret 

should look when this 

stage is completed.



STEP 16

battle compartment, which did not permit the mechanic-driv-

er’s hatch to be located in the under-turret plate of the hull. As 

a result, the hatch was located in the front plate, which consid-

erably diminished its shell-proofness. The battle compartment 

of the T-34 was smaller than on any of other medium tanks 

that took part in the Second World War. Furthermore, because 

of the relocation of the battle compartment to the bow sec-

tion of the hull, the crew and the armament were subjected to 

the action of the longitudinal rocking of the hull to a greater 

extent than in the case of the front location of the 

transmission.

T
he T-34 was laid out according to the classical drawing 

with a rear location of the engine and transmission. En-

emies and allies alike recognised the shape of the hull 

and the turret as being the most successful for its time 

with regard to shell-proofness and it was deemed worthy of 

imitation. However, everything comes at a price: in this case, 

the level of armoured protection. Advantageous in terms of 

shell-proofness, its heavily sloping frontal armour – together 

with the unsuccessful, although in construction terms, sim-

pler, longitudinal location of the massive twelve-cylinder 

engine and transmission – reduced the size of the 
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1

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
In tank construction two layout drawings were most widespread: with, respectively, 
a front and a rear positioning of the transmission, Here, the deficiencies of one 
layout proved to be the virtues of the other.

An indisputable merit of the 
rear location of the engine 
and transmission 
compartment was convenient 
access when servicing the 
engine and transmission 
units.
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CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

016E Engine access hatch door hinge 2

BP 1.7 × 4mm screw 1+1*

QM 1.5 × 2mm screw 4+1*

016D

QM

016E

016D

3
Align an engine access 

hatch door hinge 

(016E) over a screw 

hole at the edge of the engine 

access hatch door (016D) 

as shown, ensuring that the 

knuckle of the hinge is away 

from the door. Fix with one 

QM screw. Repeat for the 

second hinge.

QM

QM

012A

016D4
Align the engine 

access hatch door 

(016D) over the 

opening in the upper hull 

(012A) and fix the hinges with 

two QM screws. 

5
This is how the upper 

hull looks when this 

stage is complete. The 

transmission hatch door and 

engine access hatch door 

should both hinge open and 

closed freely.

QM

QM

016A

016B

016B

016E

016B

016A

016C

016C

014A

1
Align the transmission hatch door 

hinge (016B) with the corresponding 

hinge on the 

transmission hatch door 

(016A) as shown. Then 

push the hinge pin (016C) 

through the knuckles 

to lock the hinge pieces 

together. You may need to 

use small pliers to push 

the pin through.

2
Push the hinge (016B) into the fixing 

holes in the hull rear plate (014A) and 

secure with one BP screw from beneath.

BP

BP

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

016A Transmission hatch door 1

016B Transmission hatch door hinge 2

016C Hinge pin 2

016D Engine access hatch door 1 * includes spares


